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    Dear Brothers and Sisters,  
   Wow!  An event to remember, for sure!  PEACE IN, 

PEACE OUT! is deeply grateful for your support prior, 
during and after this innovative event. We thank all who 

donated their time, their energy and their funds.   

   All the volunteers without whom we could not have 
pulled off 24 hours of entertainment, food, silent 

auction, and fun--truly deserve a thank you from all who 

participated and watched on line.  Listing the volunteers 
would take too much room and risk inadvertently 

forgetting someone, therefore, all who volunteered know 
that you are valued and appreciated more than any words 

could fully express.  

  All who donated and helped prepare food and who 
threw in a few dollars to eat the food-- from the stores to 

a caterer to individuals--thank you. And the two outlets 

who gave us a good deal on soup and pizza, thank you. 
   We owe a great debt of gratitude to all the out-of-town 

entertainers who shared their talents and received very 
little, if anything, to off-set travel cost and certainly not 

for their time and their talents. Thank you. 

   We thank all who made the Silent Auction a roaring 
success—the donors, the bidders, the winners.   

  We are in the process of compiling the list of in-kind 

and financial donations, so all are included in the 
proceeds. The cost will also be included.  These lists will 

be posted on the BPI website and the Facebook Peace In, 
Peace Out! Events page for a full accounting of your 

generosity as soon as we can get it done.  

  The links to the You Tube streams are also on the 
website. We’re working on improving the sound and 

other features on the YouTube feed to make your 
experience even better and we invite you to watch the 

whole event at your convenience.   

  The BPI is here and welcomes all to take notice of 
future events and find ways to participate and volunteer 

and even better commit to a monthly meeting for an 

hour or so to plan actions and support each other in our 
quest for a safer and more peaceful world by contacting 

Laura at the info on Page 3.  
  

In Universal Kinship and Loving Peace, 

Laura Savinkoff 
Coordinator Peace In, Peace Out! & the BPI 

Website:  www.boundarypeaceinitiative.org  

  

 
     

HANNEKE'S PLACE: October 2019 
By: Angela Nichols 

   Hanneke's Place, our community garden, is located on the 
corner of 10

th
 Street and 66

th
 Avenue (near the trail on the 

Ruckle side of the train bridge).  It's a project developed by 
the GF & Boundary Regional Agricultural Society.  It is 

where people can rent garden space for a small fee, with 

raised beds of varying sizes available.  This year, we have 
also started the practice of having designated beds planted 

with the purpose of donating the food items to the 

Boundary Food Bank, Whisper of Hope's Community 
Kitchen, and the Gospel Chapel. 

   Our garden is set in a beautiful, quiet and calm area, with 
deer in the fields and birds in the sky.  Children can explore 

the world of plants and insects and learn much more as they 

play in our family-friendly environment.  It's a great place 
to meet people as there are many interesting folks of all 

ages and circumstance, with fascinating stories and interests 

to share, both within the garden and passersby.  Some come 
and go quietly, like a gentle breeze.  Others seek dialogue 

and discourse, and may desire to inquire or share their 
knowledge.  It's truly a wonderful place, and there are 

many, both past & present who have helped make it so with 

their support and contributions.  To all of you, we express 
our gratitude.  Thank you! 

 The City of Grand Forks 

 The Phoenix Foundation/GFCU Endowment Fund 

 Y & R Sales and Service 

 Relkoff's General Store 

 Ananda Nichols-Bullock, Original Artwork 

 Grand Forks & Boundary Regional Agricultural 

Society Our wonderful clients 

 Our enthusiastic volunteers and our friendly 

visitors. 
Thank you—it wouldn't be the same without you! 

   We are currently preparing & repairing beds for the 

winter and planting for early crops.  We are also developing 
a ground level planting area for the spring of 2020.  For 

which, we are seeking to acquire materials such as: 
cardboard, manure, topsoil, and straw.  We invite you to 

participate in our endeavours, as there are many ways you 

can contribute. For all enquiries, including arrangements for 
rentals, donations and volunteering, please contact us by e-

mail at kettlerivercommunitygarden@gmail.com or through 

the GF & Boundary Regional Agricultural Society on 
Facebook.  Hannek's Place, our community garden, where 

we are “growing together”. 
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Learning Garden--October 2019 

By: Angela Nichols 
   After a resting period, the Learning Garden is coming 
back to life!  It's located between the Aquatic Centre and 

Dick Bartlet Park.  It is a project of the Grand Forks and 

Boundary Regional Agricultural Society and is now under 
the direction of a new coordinator, CloAnne Morasse. 

   The Learning Garden in 2019 showcases styles of 
gardening from varying cultures and highlights aspects 

important to gardening.  We began with continuing to build 

soil from many of the hemp and large straw bales available 
to us.  This is an important first step, as much of the earth 

on which the garden is located had been closely compacted, 

almost as hard as cement.  We may be able to address this 
issue with future plantings. 

   Plans change, as do blueprints sometimes.  We currently 
have some items in the garden that were set in the early 

days.  We also intend to similarly incorporate other features 

yet in the future, as well as come up with fresh, new ones 
that will include different gardening techniques. 

   Some of the items will be permanent features, while we 

will have other parts that change from year to year.  This is 
one way it will be ever changing, always offering 

something new.  We strive to make it inviting to our local 
people and enticing to tourists. 

   Some of the areas will be intended to serve certain 

segments of our community. Other projects and activities 
will be available that everyone will be able to participate 

in, interacting directly with our garden and each other.  

We've also decided to donate our food items to the 
Boundary Food Bank. 

   With a lot of help, support, and hard work we've 
accomplished quite a bit in a short amount of time.  Some 

of our plants are still just beginning to take root.  We invite 

you to view the garden now, and come back and see it 
again once we've had a little more time developing our 

features, and when these same plants have come into full 

bloom.  It shall be quite remarkable!  
   We hope you will be as proud of our Learning Garden as 

much as we are. 
   We would like to thank all of those who've contributed to 

our cause over the past & present years.  The many ways in 

which you've all helped get the Learning Garden from its 
inception to where it stands presently has not gone 

unnoticed.  We cannot list everyone individually at this 

moment.  However, we would like to say thank you to all 
who've aided us, from the larger corporations and smaller 

businesses to the private citizens and all the volunteers who 
have supported us over the years.  All of these 

contributions you've made, whether seen as the large 

necessities or the small, little things that make it work, they 
all have had an impact and effect on us and our Learning 

Garden.  You've made it what it is today and have given us 
a foundation for what it may grow into.  Thank you. 

   

     (Continued next column) 
 

 

 
         

 

(From last column) Learning Garden 
   It's not too late—you can be part of something great!  

Volunteer Today!  We are currently working on the 
Hugo Culture (will require lots of shovel work & heavy 

lifting) and wintering plants while we put the garden to 

bed for the winter.  We will be meeting throughout the 
winter to plan for next year's garden.  There are a lot of 

ways you can volunteer, it's not all gardening & 

weeding!  Contact us by e-mail at 
learning.garden@boundaryagsociety.org or search us on 

Facebook, gflearninggarden. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  
 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Forest Summit & Convergence 

October 26 & 27, 2019 @ 501 Carbonate Street, 

Nelson, BC 
   It has never been more critical to build a broad, united 

movement in British Columbia to take action to restore 
and protect our ecosystems. 

   This Convergence is a grassroots call to action to: 

 1. Identify the basic principles and values   
that should underpin forestry activity and our work, to 

identify and summarize solutions, and to outline next 

steps. 
 2. Motivate fellow citizens and communities 

to mitigate the climate crisis, protect forests and    
water, and preserve species biodiversity. 

    3. Influence and steer government 

legislation, policy, and action. 
   We know what the problems are: climate crisis, 

deforestation, species extinction, imminent ecological 

collapse, threats to water and food supply, and 
governments that compliantly support corporate 

destruction of the environment.  We know the situation 
is urgent. 

   At this point, there is nothing to be gained from more 

discussion about the problems.  Now is the time to 
generate and implement solutions from the ground up.  

It is time for broad-based, citizen action. 

   This Convergence is aimed at bringing together the 
diverse interests whose common goal is to restore and 

protect the ecosystems of BC:  environmental groups, 
citizen groups, hunters, fishers, farmers, foresters, water 

protectors, community groups, Indigenous groups, 

recreation groups, etc, plus scientists and other 
concerned individuals. 

   This is for those who wish to organize for change, 

unify our voices, explore solutions, take action and 
implement solutions. 

   We will bring together our diverse experiences and 
backgrounds to build a powerful movement that can 

drive our economic, social, and political systems to 

support ecosystem restoration and protection in BC. 
    (Continued page 3)  
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Our Mission 
The Boundary Peace Initiative represents people of diverse 
backgrounds officially brought together in 2002 because of 

our mutual concern for the rise in world conflict. Our 

mandate is to participate in multilateral non-violent conflict 
resolution in support of global human rights, ecological and 

environmental sustainability and international law through 
education, sharing of information, dialogue and activism 

locally and globally. We encourage and seek your 

participation in our mutual work for true peace based on 
social justice, equality, accountability, integrity, honour, 

respect, etc in order to build a better world today and future 

generations.  

BPI web site: www.boundarypeaceinitiative.org  
  
BPI meetings are suspended until at least 3 people commit 

to meet monthly.  To commit call  

(250) 444-0524 or (250) 442-0434 or email 
L4peace@telus.net. 

 

 

Forest Summit & Convergence 

   Outcomes for Strategy Sessions:  What is our message?  

How do we build power?  How do we inspire action?  
Information gathered at the Strategy Sessions will be 

correlated and shared widely with community groups, on 

social media, and with media to spread the message and 
inspire action. It will also be sent to government.  The 

next actions will evolve out of this event. 

Topics: 

 Regional representation - possible models, how to 

make this happen? 

  Forest Tenures – alternatives 

 Bridging the gap between the science, land use, 

and democratic processes/ reform of public land 
management 

 Education and transition for workers 

 The economics of forestry  - alternatives to the 

current model 

  Alternative methods of forestry  - on the ground 

 Leveraging changes to FRPA and other policy - 

how can communities and scientists build on this 

momentum?  Opportunities.  What regulation will 
make happen? 

A detailed agenda will be available after Sept 20. 

*COSTS* 
Prepay online prior to Oct 20.  Visit 

www.boundaryforest.org 

 $60 for both days 

  $40 for October 26 only 

 $30 for October 27 only 

At the door/after Oct 20. 

 $75 for both days 

 $50 for October 26 only 

 $40 for October 27 only 
   A limited number of bursaries are available for students 

so they can attend for free (includes anyone under 18 or 

anyone else enrolled in post-secondary education). 
Limited bursaries are also available for adults who want 

to attend but find that payment is currently beyond their 

means. We don't want anyone turned away because of 
affordability - each of us is entitled to contribute to our 

future.  Please contact  boundaryforest@gmail.com 
   This event is being organized by volunteers from a 

number of groups in southern BC, including people from 

the Boundary Forest Watershed Stewardship Society, 
Peachland Watershed Protection Alliance, BC Coalition 

for Forestry Reform, Kootenay Water is Life, Ymir 

Community Watershed Society, Public and Private 
Workers of Canada, West Kootenay Ecosociety, as well 

as other concerned and dedicated individuals.  The event 
will be funded by attendance revenues and sponsors. 

   Volunteers are needed! Are you good at connecting a 

cause with the right sponsors? We can use your skills.  
We also need a techie wiz to set up a Livestream and 

record the speakers to make the event accessible to 

  (Continued next column) 
 

 

    
  

 

(From last column) Forest Summit  
those who cannot attend in person.  Can you help during the 

event - setting up, taking down, guiding attendees, cleaning 

up, etc, etc?  
 

Lead Organizer:  Jennifer Houghton  

Contact:  boundaryforest@gmail.com   
 Phone:  250-584-4091 

 
Saturday, October 26, 10-5* 

    Speakers & Expert Panel* 
Sunday, October 27, 9:30-3:30* 

    Synthesis & Strategy Sessions* 
 

Speakers List: 

 Herb Hammond 

 Erik Piikkila 

 Douglas Gook 

 Jeff Brown 

 Jennifer Houghton 

 Dr. Brian Horejsi 

 + more experts and community advocates 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

    

 

  

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   
 

 
 

 
 

Whatever we are waiting for - peace of mind, 
contentment, grace, the inner awareness of simple 

abundance - it will surely come to us, but only when 
we are ready to receive it with an open and grateful 

heart.  
                    Sarah Ban Breathnach 

Never be in a hurry; do everything quietly and in a 

calm spirit. Do not lose your inner peace for anything 
whatsoever, even if your whole world seems upset.   

                     Saint Francis de Sales 
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Voice your opinion to the Prime Minister 
and all MPs. Free postage: {Name of MP}, 

Parliament Buildings, Ottawa, Ontario, 

K1A 0A6 

Go to the Government of Canada website 
for MP contact information at 

http://www.canada.gc.ca 

 

What’s Up? 
 

Remember to vote on October 21
st
 

or at the Advance Polls Oct. 11-14 

for the Member of Parliament of 
your choice in your riding.  

 
 

Forest Summit & Convergence 

@ 501 Carbonate Street, Nelson, 

BC on October 26 & 27, 2019.  

For info contact Jennifer at: Ph:  
250-584-4091 or email  

boundaryforest@gmail.com   
 

If we can move from the passivity of 

the old narrative of nuclear weapons, 
as something that is inevitable, to an 

action narrative that demonstrates 
they are expensive, dangerous and 

irrelevant to the needs of all citizens, 

especially the young, then perhaps we 
may see the old arguments challenged 

and the decaying walls of false 

security come tumbling down. 
      Paul Dewar, October 24, 2016, 
Canadian Network to Abolish Nuclear 

Weapons Conference, Ottawa; Building 
Momentum for Nuclear Disarmament 
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The BPI welcomes your input.  
Articles are the author`s responsibility 

and may not be common consensus of 
members.  To submit articles contact 

Laura at 250-444-0524 or 250-442-

0434 or email L4peace@telus.net. 
 

The BPI is a member of: BC Southern 

Interior Peace Coalition, Canadian 
Peace Congress, Abolition 2000, 

Lawyers Against the War and an 

affiliate of the Fellowship of 
Reconciliation.   We work with a wide 

range of local and global peace, social 

justice and environmental groups. 

 

STOP THE WARS, STOP THE WARMING! 

 DEMILITARIZE, DECARBONIZE! SAVE THE 

PLANET!  (Distributed September 27
th

) 
By: Ed Lehman 

   We are very grateful for Fridays for Future and the Enviro 

Collective for organizing and supporting today's March and Rally. Like 

Greta Thunberg, and millions of youth around the globe, the Regina 
Peace Council believes urgent action is required to lessen the effects of 

climate change. Urgent action is also required to avert world war. A 
nuclear war involving either or both the United States of America and 

Russia would exterminate all life on earth.   
      Canada can play an important role in preventing a nuclear war by 

breaking with the militarist policies of the US and NATO.  
   Yesterday was The International Day for the total elimination of 

Nuclear Weapons. A group of countries hosted a high-level ceremony 
for signing and ratifying the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear 

Weapons at the United Nations  
   Yoko Ono referring to getting rid of nuclear weapons said: ―We can 

do it together. With your help our voice will be made still stronger. 

Imagine Peace.” 

   One of the challenges facing all of us concerned about saving the 
planet is how to build the broadest unity to combat climate change and 

war. Canada needs to cooperate with all countries to achieve these 
goals; we must respect the sovereignty of all nations. We must say 

“No!” to interfering in the affairs of other countries! We must also 

reject the US idea that a nuclear war can be launched and won. We 

must say “No!” to the idea of Canada joining the US Ballistic 

Missile Defence Program. Canada must be a voice for peace and 

global survival. And that means Canada should sign the treaty to get rid 
of nuclear weapons following the example of the overwhelming 

majority of countries who are doing so. 
   Canada must stop exporting weapons of war which only add fuel to 

existing conflicts. Canada should stop participating in open and covert 
wars on countries deemed to be enemies of the US. 

For humanity to triumph in its efforts to avert a climate change 
catastrophe it is crucial that the immense resources wasted on war 

preparations be invested in fighting climate change.  
    During this election we urge asking all candidates for Member of 

Parliament to outline their views on climate change, peace, 
disarmament, and social justice. 

 
Let’s fight climate change not war! 

Regina Peace Council, Box 496, CUPAR, Sk., S0G0Y0   306-718-

8010 

                        
         No to Nuclear Missiles              No to Nuclear Weapons 
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